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Automation seminars in the US and Canada
Easier to operate and impressive in terms of price, performance, quality and functionality: With its
TLF210, Bargstedt shows in its own showroom in Hemmoor, at several fairs and now also in the showrooms of some sales partners a storage system which automatically supplies two processing machines with material at once.

This multitalent is equally efficient as a panel cutting center
with Holzma panel sizing saw from the HPP series and as
a pure material buffer storage system. This plane storage
system also makes a big impression in combination with a
CNC machine from Weeke. The machines networked with the
TLF210 are integrated into the control system via the storage
software and are fully automatically supplied with material.
The success of the TLF210 stood for reason that also the
sales partners who have this 3-machine combination in their
showroom would hold an automation seminar with event character.

Stiles Machinery 18/04 - 19.04/2012

Homag Canada held such an automation seminar at the end

Almost 2 weeks later, Bargstedt presented itself during an

of March 2012 in Toronto.. Homag Canada invited into his

automation seminar on 18. and 19. April at Stiles Machinery

own showroom for this event and presented the Bargstedt

in the USA. Stiles Machinery, independent US-American sa-

TLF210 in the Profi version combined with a Holzma saw and

les partner of the Homag Group invited for this seminar, the

a Weeke CNC processing.

first in 2012, to present a similar combination of Holzma saw,
Bargstedt storage and Weeke CNC-processing in its own
showroom. Focus of this seminar was also the automation
of the operating machines by the Bargstedt plane storage.
Grace to the automation by the computer controlled storage
system; it was possible to produce 152 parts in 28 minutes
parallelly in the saw and the CNC-processing. The shown
possibilities of the plane storage were an eye opener for the
Homag Canada 29/03 - 30/03/2012

attendees at Stiles, too. Partially with such a huge success

The computer controlled techniques „made by Bargstedt“

that as high point a TLF210 of the profi version could be sold

went down well. Customers from 33 Canadian companies

during the event.

with key aspect woodworking visited the seminar at Homag
Canada and attended very interested the presentation of the

The value of the automation for customers from the wood-

3-machine combination. Quick, visitants were able to con-

working handicraft and industry is also shown in the nominati-

vince themselves of the manifold possibilities through trans-

on of the cell of saw, CNC-processing and Bargstedt storage

parent board management, automatic presorting and feeding

for the IWF Challenger Award 2012.

of the operating machines by the Bargstedt storage TLF210
The promising discussions with customers further emphasized the great interest in the automation and rounded off the
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seminar.
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